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Business Relief and Loan Trusts
For Professional Clients Only

A large number of investors have historically used Loan Trusts to “freeze” the value of assets for 
Inheritance Tax (IHT) purposes. This allowed IHT planning to be undertaken whilst giving the settlor 
access to capital/income. 

How do they work? 

The settlor lends money to the 
trust and has access to capital, 

monthly, annually or ad hoc as loan 
repayments. 

The settlor does not have access 
to the growth on the asset as this 

belongs to the Trustees. As such it is 
outside the settlor’s estate as it does 

not belong to them. 

What is the Issue/Opportunity? 

Many investors settle into Loan Trusts and 
have taken no withdrawals. 

This means all the original capital is still 
inside their estate. In fact, even if investors 

take 5% loan repayments over the year, 
unless they spend this “income”, it is still 

inside their estate. Usually Loan Trusts have 
been set up with Investment Bonds to allow 

5% withdrawals. Taking Loan repayments  
at 5% means it takes 20 years to get the 

capital fully outside the estate.Potential solution 

The settlor recalls the original loan 
from the Trustees*. This capital is 

then invested into a Business Relief 
(BR) solution, either for growth or 

capital preservation. 

The client has access to the capital 
or income (subject to liquidity) and 
IHT planning takes 2 years from the 

date  of investment instead of 20 
years. 

*Note - there may be income tax implications as this will be a chargeable event if the underlying Trust asset is an Investment Bond.

Capital is at risk and the investor may not get back the amount invested
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Important Information

Issued by LightTower Partners, 10 Throgmorton Avenue, London, EC2N 2DL. LightTower Partners is a division of LGBR Capital London Limited. LGBR Capital 
London Limited is an Appointed Representative of Laven Advisors LLP, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority number 447282. 
The information contained within is only directed at professional clients and eligible counterparties and the services or investments referred to in this document 
are only available to professional clients and eligible counterparties. Retail clients should not rely on the information herein.
All opinions and judgements expressed in this document and all projections, forecasts and statements concerning future events or possible results achieved by 
LightTower Partners are personal opinions, judgements, projections, forecasts and statements of LightTower Partners and result from the interpretation by 
LightTower Partners of the information that was in its possession at the date of preparation of this introductory presentation. Prior performance is not indicative of 
future results, and there can be no guarantee with respect to whether the financial objectives of the investments by LightTower Partners may be achieved in the 
future. As a result, investors must form their own independent view as to such opinions, judgements, projections, forecasts or statements.
Risks are inherent to investments and engaging in any investment activity may expose you to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested.
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For more information about how our tax products can help with this scenario, please contact our tax team using 
the details below.  

Summary

https://www.lavenpartners.com/



